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 evening sacrifice.' According to Dr. Cummings, this

 Psalm, first printed by Vincent Novello, in 1844, is to

 be found in a volume of Purcell's compositions

 entirely in his own handwriting. The contents show

 that he commenced writing in the book in 168o (the

 year of his appointment to Westminster Abbey), and

 continued so to do until 1683. This Psalm is included

 in the book, and was therefore composed not later

 than 1683-probably earlier. At all events, Purcell

 could not have been more than twenty-five years of

 age when he composed the music. This Offertorium

 is a wonderful specimen of Purcell's harmony, and the

 movement, though short, will not fail to be impressive.

 The Sanctus and Gloria from the Service in A and

 the Sevenfold Amen, by the late Sir John Stainer,

 are so familiar as not to call for special comment,

 except that these settings will not be unworthy of the

 great occasion. Like the Purcell anthem they will,

 of course, form part of the Communion Service on

 June 26. The movements have been orchestrated

 by Sir George C. Martin.

 The Threefold Amen of Orlando Gibbons, organist

 of Westminster Abbey, 1623-25, is taken from the

 Anthem'Great King of Gods.' The manuscript of

 this is in the Library of Christ Church, Oxford, and

 it contains a note which reads: 'This Anthem was

 made for the King's being in Scotland,' The first verse

 runs thus:-

 Great King of Gods, whose gracious hand hath led

 Our sacred Sovereign's head

 Unto the place where all our bliss was bred.

 The selection of music is a representative one that

 will prove its effectiveness on the great occasion.

 We understand that the orchestra (including the

 King's Private Band) will consist of about eighty

 players, in addition to twelve trumpeters for the

 fanfares. The chorus will number about 400 voices.

 All the performers will be surpliced, the band being

 placed on the organ screen, and the choir located in

 two galleries adjacent to the two main organ cases.

 Mr. Walter Alcock, organist of His Majesty's Chapel

 Royal and assistant organist of Westminster Abbey,

 will preside at the organ. Sir Frederick Bridge,

 organist of Westminster Abbey, will have the general

 direction of the music, while Sir Walter Parratt,

 Master of the King's Musick, will conduct his own

 anthem and some of the instrumental music played

 by the orchestra prior to the arrival of their Majesties

 at the great west door of the Abbey.

 THE MORECAMBE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

 (BY ONE WHO WAS THERE.)

 Travellers by the London and North Western

 Railway to the region beloved by Wordsworth,

 Southey and Ruskin, obtain their first glimpse of the

 mountains in lovely Lakeland as the train skirts

 Morecambe Bay. Of Morecambe itself they probably

 know little or nothing. It is a modern seaside place,

 favoured by holiday-seekers in Lancashire and York-

 shire. From its well-kept sea-front, two or three

 miles long, the aforesaid mountains are a feast to the

 eye. In these opening days of May one could not

 fail to enjoy the invigorating sea breezes wafted across

 the bay, in which Morecambe stands.

 The permanent musical interest of the place

 centres in the Morecambe Madrigal Society, an

 admirably trained body of Lancashire singers-and

 Lancashire, like Yorkshire, is a land of song--

 animated with high ideals of artistic interpretation

 and a genuine love for choral music. The conductor

 of this excellent Society is Mr. R. G. W. Howson,

 manager of the Lancaster Bank at Morecambe and

 a man of poetic temperament, who throws his heart

 and soul into the work. At my request he has kindly

 furnished the following account of the Society.:-

 The Morecambe Madrigal Society (established 1893)

 differs from the usual choral society or singing-class, in

 the fact that as a choir the members do not give public

 concerts, except on very rare occasions. For instance,

 we gave a concert in aid of the local War Fund and

 handed over ?150 to that object. And, except at

 our own Festival, we do not lay ourselves out for

 competitions. Last year, however, we went to the

 Blackpool Festival to meet our old friends and rivals,

 the Blackpool Glee and Madrigal Society, and we were

 so fortunate as to beat them!

 I believe our constitution is somewhat unique. There

 is to some extent a social as well as a musical side to our

 membership. Our rule as to attendance at the weekly

 rehearsal is as follows, and is loyally observed. I ought

 to premise that I am an amateur, so that I make a compact

 with my choir somewhat to the following effect:-' I shall

 be pleased to conduct the Society, and will from 7 o'clock

 to 9 on Wednesday evening, from October to May, hold

 myself at the members' disposal for that purpose, unless

 prevented by illness, pressure of business, or unavoidable.

 absence from home, provided every member will under-

 take to attend every rehearsal (not a percentage of

 rehearsals) unless prevented by one of the same reasons.'

 This embodies our rule as to attendance, and it has

 been almost invariably observed. I wish you

 could see our attendance register, many of the members

 show a remarkable record of unbroken attendance.

 We hold annually what we call our 'Open Night.'

 Each member is entitled to invite eight guests, who

 collectively form an audience of about 400 listeners.

 One of the smaller public halls here is transformed into a

 drawing-room, and tea is served during a half-hour

 interval in the programme. The programme consists

 entirely of madrigals, part-songs, and choruses, unac-

 companied,-as you will see by the book of words I am

 sending you-no solo or individual performances being

 admitted.

 Many musical people predicted failure for such a

 scheme. ' A concert programme,' said they, 'unrelieved

 by any instrumental music or solos, would be too mono-

 tonous for anything.' But, as I say to my choir, when

 we cannot present our part-songs, &c., in a sufficiently

 artistic manner to really interest our audience, we will

 drop it. The result, however, is that the invitations

 (which, by-the-way, are not free) are eagerly sought

 after, the applications being very largely in excess of the

 number at our disposal. The work to me is delightful.

 Not only do we obtain very encouraging artistic results,

 but the members are most self-sacrificing.

 May increasing success attend the artistic operations

 of Mr. Howson and his enthusiastic madrigalians 1

 Mere man does not regard with favour a Bazaar,

 with its anti-macassary and anti-masculine environ-

 ment. Yet it was from one of these inevitable

 functions that ithe Morecambe Musical Festival

 sprang into existence. In July, 1891, the rector of

 Morecambe, and the father of the Festival, the Rev.

 C. V. Gorton, engineered a bazaar in aid of the

 building fund for the erection of the district church

 of St. Barnabas. One of the side-shows on that

 occasion was a musical competition of a very modest

 nature. The rector, however, and those associated

 with him, little thought that the seed thus sown

 would result in such rich fruition. This initial effort

 proved so successful that a second competition was

 held in the following year. The financial growth

 of the scheme since 1893 can best be judged by the

 following table of total receipts :--

 1893 .. .. ?144 1898 .. .. /353

 1894 .. .. 149 1899 .. .. 521

 1895 .. .. 158 1900oo .. .. 754

 I896 .. .. 184 1901 .. .. 850

 I897 .. .. 263 1902 .. (about) 900

 The adjudicators, in addition to Dr. Lloyd and

 Dr. Hiles, already mentioned, have been the
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 Rev. C. Hylton Stewart (twice), Dr. Joseph Bridge,

 Dr. A. H. Mann, Dr. Eaton Faning, Sir Frederick

 Bridge (twice), the late Sir John Stainer, Dr. Brodsky,

 Sir Alexander Mackenzie, and Dr. McNaught (six

 times).

 The first Festival Secretary was Mr. R. G. W.

 Howson. For the next seven years (1893-99)

 Mr. J. W. Aldous, a well-known musician residing

 in the neighbouring town of Lancaster, discharged

 the duties. He resigned when the work became so

 exacting as to necessitate the engagement of a paid

 secretary. an office which is now held by

 Mr. H. Powell.

 An important and gratifying feature of these com-

 petitions is their educational influence, of which it is

 impossible to speak too highly, or to over-estimate

 the value. No pains are spared by the executive to

 keep this object prominently in view. For example,

 the detailed marks of the adjudicators, as well as

 their comments on each competition, are printed in

 pamphlet form and sold to competitors and others at

 the nominal price of sixpence. Thus every individual

 who takes part in the contest can become acquainted

 with the causes of success or failure. Here are

 some specimens from last year's document, under

 ' Local choirs or choral societies.' First the

 marks :-

 Accuracy of notes and time .. .. Max. Io.

 Intonation, quality, and balance of tone .. ,, o.

 Attack, pronunciation, enunciation .. ,, Io.

 Expression, pace .. .. .. .. ,, 10.

 General effect .. .. .. .. 20.

 Total number of marks .. .. .. ,, 6o.

 And then some comments by the adjudicators:-

 An excellent tone, just somewhat deficient in sweetness

 in fortes. Blend at times excellent. A sympathetic

 expression, just missing distinction. The pathetic note

 wanting. Intonation satisfactory. Attack from an ideal

 standpoint, lacking exactitude. Lost I tone. (Test piece,

 Mendelssohn's ' Vale of Rest.')

 A good tone and blend. Execution rather tame, here

 and there suffused with melancholy. Attack good.

 Rhythm not much varied, often heavy. They broke out

 bravely at the end (prospect of land ?). The tameness of

 expression the most noticeable fault, the clearness of

 execution the best point. Lost a semitone. (' The

 Windlass Song,' for male voices, by Walter Macfarren.)

 As the schedule of marks and the criticisms of the

 adjudicators extend to forty-four closely-printed

 quarto pages, it becomes evident that the office of

 judge at this competitive fray is by no means a

 sinecure.

 The Festival under notice-the twelfth of the series

 -took place in the magnificent Entertainment Hall,

 or theatre of the Winter Gardens, Morecambe, on

 April 30, May i, 2, and 3. The President, the

 Rev. C. V. Gorton, rector of Morecambe, is not only

 thoroughly Kingsleyan in his method, but the moving

 spirit of the entire undertaking. The first day was

 devoted to the children. It included competitions in

 ear tests; theory; two-part sight-reading; pianoforte

 solo; church choir boys (solos); public elementary

 school choirs; violin solo; children's choirs; Girls'

 Friendly Society choirs (a new and excellent feature);

 Maypole dance and song competition; action song;

 &c. The mere mention of these subjects will show

 the wide range of musical interest covered by these

 various classes. It is no wonder to learn from the

 lips of Mr. Gorton that within the last few years a

 revolution has taken place in the singing of the school

 children in the district, an improvement which can

 be traced to the good influence of this Festival. In

 the evening some of the prize-winners took part

 in a concert, at which the united choirs-some

 MR. R. G. W. HOWSON,

 CONDUCTOR OF THE MORECAMBE MADRIGAL SOCIETY.

 (Photograph by J. Edwards, Morecambe.)

 Thursday, at present the off-day of the Festival,

 was devoted to an organ recital, given in St. Laurence

 church by Dr. Kendrick Pyne, organist of Man-

 chester Cathedral, at which Miss Agnes Nicholls

 sang. In the evening Dr. Pyne gave a lecture on

 'The Organ.'

 The busy proceedings of Friday embraced the

 following contests, the names of the winners being:-

 Female-Voice Choir: Yealand (i); Bolton-le-Sands (2).

 Male-Voice Choir (local): Yealand (i); Grindleton (2).

 Choral Sight-reading: Yealand Choral Union (i); Morecambe

 West-End Wesleyan (2).

 Local Choir or Choral Society (B) : Bolton-le-Sands () ; Bulk (2).

 Female Voice Choir: Morecambe West-End Wesleyan (i); Hornby

 Musical Society (2).

 Instrumental Trio (Beethoven, No. 3 in C minor): Manchester

 Orpheus (I); Miss Cassidy's Trio (2).

 Mixed Voice Quartet, with pianoforte : Manchester Orpheus (i);

 Mr. Tattersall's Quartet (2).

 String Quartet: Miss Cassidy's Quartet (i); Mr. Clay's, from

 Halifax (2).

 Male Quartet: Preston St. Cecilia (i); Lancaster Centenary (2).

 Local Choir or Choral Society (A): Yealand (i); Morecambe Green-

 street Wesleyan (2).

 400 children-sang the humorous cantata, composed

 specially for the occasion by Sir Frederick Bridge,

 entitled ' The Spider and the Fly.' We give a

 specimen of Mr. Shapcott Wensley's capital libretto

 -the verse of a song addressed to his 'gentle friends,'

 the flies, by Old Daddy Longlegs:-

 But more than all beware, beware,

 The crafty spider's gauzy snare !

 And should she ask you in to dine,

 You must respectfully decline;

 For when you're once within her nest,

 You'll be the dish and not the guest.

 Fal l1M laladdity, fil lal lal lay!

 The children entered most heartily into the

 spirit of the thing, and followed their conductor,

 Dr. McNaught, in a manner that would have put

 many an adult choir to the blush, if not to shame.
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 Special mention must be made of the highly

 artistic interpretation of the quartets of Brahms

 (Nos. I, 2, 3, and 4 of Op. 92) given by the Manchester

 Orpheus Quartet, of which the soprano singer was

 sightless. The unity and expressiveness of the

 rendering of those beautiful compositions calls for

 high commendation-as Sir Alexander Mackenzie

 remarked, it was one of the finest things of the

 Festival.

 The evening concert included a performance,

 under Dr. McNaught's direction, of Schubert's 'Song

 of Miriam,' soloist, Miss Agnes Nicholls,-who also

 gave two most delightful song recitals in the course

 of the evening-and solos, &c., performed by the

 victors of the day.

 Saturday, though the last, was the chief day of the

 Festival, by reason of the great choral competitions.

 Six thousand persons were present, and listened to the

 competitions and concert with intense appreciation.

 Place aux dances was the opening order of the day

 (and the fray), in a female-voice choir competition

 (open), the test pieces being 'The Mermaid'

 (Schumann) and 'A March Night' (Brahms). Mr.

 Tattersall's choir, from Southport, won the first

 prize, and the second fell to the Manchester Girls'

 Institute, a choir of factory girls from one of the

 most unsalubrious parts of Cottonopolis. The

 manner in which those hard-working girls sang that

 difficult five-part song of Schumann's (unaccom-

 panied) and the by no means easy Brahms part-song

 was highly creditable both to themselves and their

 leader. The philanthropic potentialities of music, as

 exemplified in the achievements of these Manchester

 girls, appealed to me so strongly that I asked Miss

 Ashworth, their conductress, for some particulars of

 the splendid work in which she is engaged. Her

 notes will be found on p. 391. At noon, fifteen mixed-

 voice choirs (open) entered the arena (metaphorically

 speaking) with Stanford's ' Praised be Diana' (some

 of the singers persisted in pronouncing the lady's name

 Deeana!) as the test piece. The first prize was

 worthily won by the Kendal Madrigal Society (Mr. W.

 Granger), while the Barrow-in-Furness Madrigal

 Society (Miss Lones), with only two marks less,

 made a capital second.

 Next we listened to a competition for string

 orchestras, with Goetz's charming 'Serenade in

 D minor' as the piece to be played. There were only

 two entries for this contest, and Nelson Congrega-

 tional String Orchestra, under the able direction

 of Mr. C. Townsley, obtained the prize. I was so

 much surprised at the remarkable intonation, refine-

 ment, and artistic perception which marked the

 performance of this orchestra, that, as in the case of

 the Manchester girls' choir, I asked the conductor to

 furnish me with some particulars concerning the

 orchestra and its history, for the benefit of the readers

 of THE MUSICAL TIMEs. This information will be

 found on p. 392. Mr. Wildman's string orchestra

 gained the second prize. Goss's charming glee

 ' Hark! heard ye not' was sung by eight choirs in

 succession in the male-voice choir competition (open).

 The fine singing of the three best choirs resulted in a

 close contest-only one mark separating the first (56),

 second (55), and third (54). The three victorious

 choirs were Southport Vocal Union (Mr. J. C.

 Clarke), Manchester Orpheus Prize Glee Society

 (Mr. W. S. Nesbitt), and Sheffield Male Glee and

 Madrigal Society (Mr. J. A. Rodgers). Three orchestras

 entered for the orchestra competition for which

 Weber's Oberon overture had been chosen as the

 test piece. In this the Colne Orchestral Society

 (Mr. J. L. Wildmrnan) beat the Nelson band by three

 marks, while the Lancaster Choral Society's

 orchestra (Mr. J. W'. Aldous) was only one mark

 behind the Nelsonites. The playing of all three

 orchestras was exceedingly creditable; the wisdom

 of the choice of that particular overture, however, as

 a test piece for amateur orchestras is doubtful.

 Professional help has to be engaged, and that opens

 up a thorny question.

 Great excitement attended the contest for the blue

 ribbon of the Festival, which took the form of a

 Silver Challenge Shield value ioo guineas (to be

 held for one year), plus fifteen guineas in hard cash,

 with a ten and five-guinea prize for the second and

 third best choirs respectively. Of the five choirs that

 entered, one-led by the veteran Mr. W. Riley-came

 all the way from Nottingham. They left at four

 o'clock in the morning-one hour earlier than Mr.

 J. A. Rodgers's merry men started from Sheffield-

 and they expected to return at the same matutinal hour

 on the next day (Sunday). The competing choirs were

 limited to not less than thirty and not more than

 fifty voices, and the four test pieces were John

 Ward's five-part madrigal ' Hope of my heart,' ' The

 Maiden' and 'O lovely May,' by Brahms (Op. 93a),

 and Elgar's dainty part-song' O happy eyes,' which

 originally appeared in THE MUSICAL TIMES. It is no

 exaggeration to say that the singing of these choirs

 reached the high-water mark of choral excellence.

 The chief characteristics of the three winning choirs

 were extreme beauty of tone (Blackpool), artistic

 intuitiveness and fine basses (Morecambe), and, that

 excellent commodity, brains (Nottingham). The

 total marks came out as follows:-

 Name of Choir. Conductor. Marks.

 Blackpool Glee and Madrigal

 Society . .. Mr. H. Whittaker .. 233

 Morecambe Madrigal Society Mr. R. G. W. Howson 226

 Nottingham Tabernacle Tem-

 perance Prize Choir .. Mr. W. Riley .. 223

 Saltaire Prize Choir .. Mr. A. F. Briggs 221

 Colne Harmonic Union .. Mr. T. P. Hey 205

 Thus, for the third time, Blackpool became the shield-

 holders and Morecambe again found themselves

 in the second place.

 The chief feature of the evening and closing concert

 was an excellent performance by the united choirs of

 Sir Alexander Mackenzie's 'The Procession of the

 Ark,' conducted by the composer, who met with a

 most enthusiastic reception, as also did his fellow

 adjudicator, Dr. W. G. McNaught, an old favourite

 at Morecambe, when he came forward to announce

 the awards in respect of the Challenge Shield. It

 should be added that the Morecambe Madrigal

 Society obtained full marks (60) in the competition

 of which Sir A. C. Mackenzie's Rose of Sharon'

 extract above referred to formed the test piece, that

 the Saltaire Prize Choir (Mr. A. F. Briggs) came

 second, and the Nottingham Choir (Mr. W. Riley)

 third. The prize,-music to the value of ?5-given

 by Messrs. Novello, went to the Morecambe Madrigal

 Society, with an aggregate of 286 marks, Blackpool

 coming second with 285; thus literally the

 Morecambites made their mark - but only one -

 over their friendly rivals.

 One or two suggestions may be made, in a perfectly

 friendly spirit, in regard to future meetings. First,

 the low pitch should at once be made a sine qud non

 in the vocal classes. Sir Alexander Mackenzie

 publicly expressed his opinion on this matter, and his

 remarks will not be lost on the executive. The same

 condition should exist in the instrumental classes, if

 not at once, say in two years after due notice. This

 would be in line with the educational policy which so

 eminently characterizes the committee's operations.

 Second, so far as I could discover from the syllabus

 of conditions, there seems to be no safeguard against
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 non-members of choirs giving a helping hand (or

 voice) for competition purposes. Such over-

 friendliness should be under a ban. Third, in order

 to encourage amateur orchestras, either a less difficult

 test piece than Weber's Oberon overture (with its

 solo wood-wind passages) should be chosen, or

 another class should be instituted. The question of

 limitations in engaging outside help (e.g., horns, &c.)

 for the orchestral contests is also one that needs to

 be carefully considered.

 The competitors numbered 3,9oo, as against 3,1oo

 in 1891. The amount of money awarded as prizes--

 ranging from the third award of five shillings in the

 children's ear-test section, to the fifteen guineas in

 the full orchestra class-reached the sum of ?250, of

 which no less than ?i8o was subscribed for by private

 individuals, who thereby showed their practical

 interest in this excellent movement. Mr. C. H. Fogg,

 of Manchester, proved himself an excellent accom-

 panist, and the arduous duties of adjudicating were

 in the safe hands of Sir Alexander Mackenzie and

 Dr. W. G. McNaught. The apparent good feeling

 THE REV. C. V. GORTON, M.A.,

 RECTOR OF MORECAMBE, AND PRESIDENT OF THE MORECAMBE

 MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

 (Photograph by Lafayette, Ltd.)

 which prevailed between the victors and those who

 were unsuccessful was a marked feature of the

 contests. There appeared to be a total absence

 of ' bad blood.' The good of the cause (of music)

 seemed to animate all who competed and took part;

 the sporting element was, happily, conspicuous by

 its absence. In this respect, and also from the

 educational point of view, the Welsh people at their

 Eisteddfodau may learn a valuable lesson from the

 fine spirit of the competitors at Morecambe.

 The ever-expanding scope of this Festival needs

 further funds in the form of subscriptions. With

 more pecuniary assistance the executive would be

 able to assist choirs in their self-sacrificing efforts.

 The movement is not only a musical one, but through

 the practice of the art, it touches the social life of all

 who take part, giving them occupation in leisure

 hours of the most elevating kind. The powers-that-be

 would be delighted to hear from any Carnegiean

 disposed benefactor who may wish to aid so good a

 cause in the welfare of the people.

 No more fitting words could conclude this notice of

 a most interesting event than the text from which

 the Rector of Morecambe preached on the Sunday

 following the Festival:-

 Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatso-

 ever things are honest, whatsoever things are just,

 awhatsoever things are purc, whatsoever things are lovely,

 whatsoever things are of good report ; if there be any

 virtzic, and if thcrc bc any praisc, think on these things.

 MILLIAN MUSIC.

 'What is Millian Music?' It is music made by

 the sons and daughters of toil in the mills of Lanca-

 shire as exemplified in two particular organizations.

 Secondly, by the change of one vowel, our ' millian'

 becomes 'million,' hence the subject is of wide

 application. Popular music-of a good kind, of

 course-does not receive the attention it deserves by

 writers on music. Take, for example, the musical

 critics of the London press, with their circumscribed

 beat and pathetic experiences. Excepting the pro-

 vincial festivals in the gooseberry season, when

 editors are glad of copy, these important gentlemen

 of the press, like the old Christy Minstrels, 'never

 perform out of London.' If some of them could have

 found their way to the recent Festival at Morecambe

 they would have had their eyes opened to an

 important and far-reaching educational movement.

 In the words of the musical critic of the Manchester

 Guardian (who was present): 'It may be doubted

 whether the observer can lay his finger on any single

 event or institution more typical of our recent musical

 progress than the spring meeting at Morecambe.'

 Again: One feels that there must be a future for

 the music of this country when such a festival is

 possible.'

 The attentive observer at Morecambe could not

 fail to have been struck with this feature of the

 competitions-the cultivation of music for the pure

 love of the art, and not as a means of bringing grist

 to the mill, or as a prize-getting pastime. A number

 of earnest-minded people were gathered together

 demonstrating in excellent performances the results

 of their diligent practisings during the dreary hours

 of winter in surroundings more or less dreary all the

 year round. Two particular instances of this

 beneficent work typify the aims and attainments of

 the competing army of singers and players who met

 in friendly rivalry at Morecambe.

 First, the Girls' Institute Choir, a branch of the

 philanthropic work carried on by the Manchester

 Girls' Institute at Ancoats, one of the dreariest

 districts of Cottonopolis. The conductress of this

 choir, which took a second prize at Morecambe

 (see p. 390), has kindly furnished some notes on the

 good work in which she is engaged. Miss Ashworth

 writes--

 Our singing class began in a very humble fashion. I

 had had no experience whatever of conducting and no

 idea then that we should ever have a conducted choir.

 It was started as a popular holiday class, and the rough

 girls who joined it came with the idea of having only

 'fun' ! At first we learnt services of song, simple

 hymn-tunes they were (not, I am afraid, of a very high

 order), which the girls learnt by ear in two parts. No

 easy task in those days when their idea of ' alter' con-

 sisted of singing a third below the treble. From the very
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